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DIRECT TESTIMONY 
OF 

RICHARD E. DOBSON
 

Q. Please state your name and business address. 1 

A. My name is Richard E. Dobson.  My business address is 130 E. Randolph 2 

Street, Chicago, Illinois 60601. 3 

Q. By whom are you employed? 4 

A. Integrys Business Support, LLC (“IBS”). 5 

Q. What position do you hold with IBS? 6 

A. I am Manager Gas Supply (PGL/NSG) for Respondent, The Peoples Gas 7 

Light and Coke Company (“Peoples Gas”), and North Shore Gas Company 8 

(“North Shore”). 9 

Q. What are your responsibilities in that position? 10 
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A. I am responsible for directing the activities of the Gas Supply Department 11 

for Peoples Gas and North Shore, as well as the activities of Peoples Gas’ 12 

interstate services area. 13 

Q. Please summarize your educational background and experience. 14 

A. I have a Bachelor’s Degree in Geology from the University of Illinois and a 15 

Masters of Engineering Degree in Mining Engineering and Mineral Economics 16 

from The University of California, Berkeley.  I have been employed by IBS or its 17 

affiliates since 1992 in positions related to gas supply, regulatory affairs and 18 

asset development.  Prior to joining IBS, I was employed by The California Public 19 

Utilities Commission in various regulatory and rate positions, with an emphasis 20 

on gas supply markets and federal regulatory policy matters. 21 

Q. What is the purpose of your direct testimony? 22 

A. The purpose of my testimony is to describe Peoples Gas’ 2013 supply and 23 

capacity procurement practices, including negotiation of contracts and related 24 

accounting and auditing practices.  This includes a description of how Peoples 25 

Gas’ company-owned storage field, Manlove Field, fits into Peoples Gas’ portfolio 26 

and how Peoples Gas allocated available capacity among Peoples Gas, North 27 

Shore and Peoples Gas’ interstate storage services.  In addition, I discuss steps 28 

that Peoples Gas took to reduce gas price volatility.  I also address the prudence 29 

of Peoples Gas’ 2013 supply and capacity and the resulting gas costs that 30 

Peoples Gas billed to customers. 31 
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2013 PROCUREMENT OVERVIEW 32 

Q. Please describe Peoples Gas’ 2013 gas supply procurement process. 33 

A. IBS provides services to Peoples Gas under an affiliated interest 34 

agreement approved by the Illinois Commerce Commission (“Commission”).  In 35 

general, personnel in the Gas Supply Department, and others, as appropriate, 36 

developed specific gas supply recommendations and put those forward for 37 

management approval.  The Gas Supply Department was responsible for 38 

entering into and administering contracts for gas supply and for purchases of 39 

transportation and storage services. 40 

Q. What procedure did Peoples Gas follow in 2013 in order to select its 41 

resource mix? 42 

A. Prior to the start of the year, Peoples Gas developed a number of 43 

interconnected forecasts, including:  a peak day forecast, a long-term sales 44 

forecast, and a gas sendout requirements forecast.  These forecasts support the 45 

Gas Dispatch Model, which calculates daily sendout requirements and balances 46 

the normal year’s daily requirements with available gas supply, including term 47 

purchases, spot market purchases, customer-owned deliveries and gas available 48 

for withdrawal or injection.  The Gas Dispatch Model optimizes, from a full-year 49 

perspective, the daily gas dispatching activities by forecasting the supply and 50 

storage mix to meet the expected customer sendout requirements for each day 51 

of the forecast year.  Using the annual Gas Dispatch Model as a starting point 52 

and just prior to the start of each month, the Gas Supply Department computed 53 

at least three potential load forecasts for the coming month and met to address 54 
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purchasing decisions for the upcoming month.  After establishing the monthly 55 

plan, Gas Supply personnel, on a daily basis, as changing requirements and the 56 

market dictated, addressed any changes necessary to accommodate the need 57 

for additional or reduced amounts of supply or capacity. 58 

Q. Please describe Peoples Gas’ contractually available sources of firm gas 59 

supply during the reconciliation period. 60 

A. Peoples Gas purchased firm gas supply from many parties under three 61 

general forms:  field baseload, field call, and citygate delivered call. 62 

Q. Please describe the field baseload purchases. 63 

A. Peoples Gas contracted for firm baseload supplies that it purchased at 64 

field locations and transported to the citygate using its transportation.  Peoples 65 

Gas made these purchases on a seasonal and month-to-month basis.  The 66 

baseload contracts called for Peoples Gas to purchase the same quantity each 67 

day and were priced on a first of the month (“FOM”) index price. 68 

Q. Please describe the field call purchases. 69 

A. Field call purchases are firm supplies that were available at a daily index 70 

price, and, when purchased, were transported to the citygate using Peoples Gas’ 71 

transportation.  Peoples Gas made these purchases on a seasonal (November 72 

through March) and January 2013 only basis.  In each case, the quantity that 73 

Peoples Gas could purchase each day could vary between zero and the 74 

maximum quantity stated in the contract.  Under these contracts, the supplier had 75 

the obligation to deliver the gas, but Peoples Gas had no obligation to ever 76 

purchase any gas. 77 
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Q. Please describe the citygate delivered call purchases. 78 

A. Citygate delivered call purchases are firm supplies that were, when 79 

requested by Peoples Gas, delivered to the citygate by the supplier and available 80 

on any day during the November 2012 through March 2013 and the November 81 

2013 through March 2014 periods.  Under these contracts, the supplier had the 82 

obligation to deliver the gas, but Peoples Gas had no obligation to ever purchase 83 

any gas. 84 

Citygate delivered call purchases are priced in two forms:  at a daily index 85 

or on an FOM basis subject to the unique call rights specified in the contract.  86 

The call rights were in two forms:  available on any day during January 2013 at 87 

an FOM price, provided a criterion tied to the temperature forecast for O’Hare 88 

was met; and available on any day during the November 1, 2012, through March 89 

31, 2013 period at a daily index price.  For both forms, the supplier had the 90 

obligation to deliver the gas, but Peoples Gas had no obligation to ever trigger 91 

the call. 92 

Q. Did Peoples Gas have any other sources of gas available for system 93 

supply? 94 

A. Yes.  Peoples Gas purchased swing supply on the spot market.  These 95 

transactions were typically for less than one month and were often for only a 96 

single day or a few days.  Once contracted, these sources were firm. 97 

Also, a significant portion of Peoples Gas’ end use market opts for 98 

deliveries of customer-owned gas under Peoples Gas’ Schedule of Rates.  This 99 

gas was another source available to Peoples Gas for system supply.  However, 100 
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Peoples Gas did not know the customer-owned gas quantity that it would receive 101 

until customers and their suppliers nominated it and Peoples Gas and the 102 

pipelines confirmed it. 103 

Q. How many suppliers did Peoples Gas purchase from during the 104 

reconciliation period? 105 

A. During 2013 Peoples Gas purchased gas from 32 suppliers. 106 

Q. Please describe Peoples Gas’ contractual agreements for the purchase of 107 

supply and capacity recovered through the monthly Gas Charge filings. 108 

A. During 2013 Peoples Gas purchased the majority of its supply under firm 109 

contracts with suppliers.  It made these purchases under the terms of the 110 

individual contracts that Peoples Gas had with each supplier.  Peoples Gas 111 

purchased a portion of its total supply volumes as spot purchases from various 112 

suppliers.  It made spot purchases, on an as-needed basis, from suppliers under 113 

the terms of the individual contracts that Peoples Gas had with each supplier. 114 

 Capacity (both pipeline storage and transportation) transactions are 115 

subject to contracts with the pipelines and the pipelines’ Federal Energy 116 

Regulatory Commission (“FERC”) Gas Tariffs. 117 

Q. Did Peoples Gas purchase gas or release capacity under an asset 118 

management arrangement during the reconciliation period? 119 

A. Yes, Peoples Gas had an asset management arrangement (“AMA”) in 120 

place. 121 

Q. Please describe the AMA. 122 
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A. Under the AMA, Peoples Gas released firm FSS storage and ETS 123 

transportation on ANR Pipeline Company (“ANR”) to a non-affiliated gas supplier.  124 

Under the AMA Peoples Gas also had a call right under which it could call on 125 

56,000 dekatherms per day (“dth/d”) delivered from the supplier to the Peoples 126 

Gas citygate for the period November 1, 2013, through March 31, 2014.  When 127 

called the gas would be priced at the daily Chicago Citygate index and Peoples 128 

Gas could direct the gas be delivered to either the primary point or a secondary 129 

point at its discretion.  Also, the gas supplier paid Peoples Gas a monthly AMA 130 

fee that flowed through the Gas Charge. 131 

Q. Did Peoples Gas conduct any after-the-fact analyses of its 2013 gas 132 

supply procurement? 133 

A. Yes, two kinds of after-the-fact analyses were conducted.  One analysis 134 

reviewed the peaking and call options included in the winter season portfolio.  135 

The second analysis looked at the entire year across a number of parameters. 136 

REQUESTS FOR PROPOSALS 137 

Q. Did Peoples Gas use a Request for Proposal (“RFP”) process for any of 138 

the purchases identified above? 139 

A. Yes.  Peoples Gas believes the RFP process allows the market to 140 

competitively bid to determine the fair value of the products sought.  Peoples Gas 141 

issued RFPs, with specific directions to bidders, for the three types of firm supply 142 

it purchased, as well as the AMA discussed above.  The goal of the RFP process 143 

is to reach as broad a market as possible to meet Peoples Gas’ requirements.  144 

Peoples Gas attempted to be as clear as possible in what it was seeking and 145 
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what it would consider a conforming bid.  This practice provided Peoples Gas 146 

with objective criteria with which to eliminate non-conforming bids and make a 147 

comparison of conforming bids. 148 

Q. You stated that Peoples Gas tries to be as clear as possible when it 149 

structures its RFPs.  Please explain what you mean. 150 

A. One of Peoples Gas’ goals is to receive bids that are in an identical format 151 

so that it can make fair comparisons.  In its RFPs, it specifies all the key 152 

commercial terms of service to limit the number of variables that it must consider 153 

in evaluating bids.  For example, a typical RFP would specify the location(s) at 154 

which Peoples Gas would take delivery of supply; whether the supply would be 155 

baseload or swing and, if it is a swing supply, the conditions under which Peoples 156 

Gas may call on the supply; acceptable pricing structures, such as based on 157 

specific FOM or daily indices and whether demand charges would be acceptable; 158 

and any quantity limitations, such as bids must be in increments of 5,000 dth/d.  159 

In addition, the RFP specifies the credit terms that will apply to the winning 160 

bidder, and bidders must be parties to a master contract that will govern the 161 

transaction.  Generally, the supplier need only select an acceptable delivery 162 

location from among those specified, specify a daily contract quantity and bid a 163 

price in the required form, for example, an addition to or subtraction from an 164 

index that Peoples Gas identified in the RFP.  Peoples Gas can then perform an 165 

apples-to-apples comparison among the conforming bids and promptly notify the 166 

winning bidder(s). 167 

Q. Did Peoples Gas change its RFP process in any circumstances? 168 
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A. As in 2012, for its summer purchases (the months of April through 169 

October), Peoples Gas purchased firm supply on a monthly basis through a 170 

blast-type email request process to several suppliers.  It sent the email to at least 171 

10 suppliers each month.  Like the RFP process described above, the content of 172 

the emails stated the location or locations where Peoples Gas was seeking 173 

baseload supply tied to the FOM index at the point(s).  As a check on the market 174 

Peoples Gas’ traders had access to the IntercontinentalExchange (“ICE”), an 175 

electronic trading platform, which provided real time trading information at the 176 

relevant locations. 177 

Q. Why did Peoples Gas use this process? 178 

A. Prior to 2012, Peoples Gas used a more seasonally structured RFP 179 

process that resulted in baseload purchases that were fixed by location for the 180 

season.  While this was an effective process, it lacked flexibility to respond to 181 

pipeline curtailments due to maintenance and force majeure restrictions that 182 

limited transportation from any given location.  By moving to a monthly baseload 183 

purchase process Peoples Gas could move the purchases around to avoid the 184 

restrictions and limit the need to reconfigure or otherwise renegotiate the 185 

baseload agreement with the seller. 186 

Q. Were all the RFPs used to obtain the supplies discussed above completed 187 

in the reconciliation year? 188 

A. No.  Peoples Gas completed one RFP prior to 2013 for gas that flowed in 189 

2013.  The types of supply procured under that RFP were baseload and non-190 

baseload, i.e., call gas supplies. 191 
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Q. What criteria did Peoples Gas use in reviewing these RFP responses and 192 

awarding contracts? 193 

A. The award criteria were lowest price first, and, where applicable, 194 

secondary considerations.  Secondary considerations were the nomination 195 

deadline and the pipeline on which the supply was to be delivered.  In addition, 196 

for the non-baseload RFP supplies, Peoples Gas used a bid valuation model to 197 

evaluate swing and call supply products with varying price, term and quantity 198 

attributes on an equal footing. 199 

Q. Did Peoples Gas issue RFPs in 2013 for gas that flowed in 2013? 200 

A. Yes.  Peoples Gas completed 8 RFPs in 2013 for gas that flowed in 2013.  201 

The types of supply procured under those RFPs were summer 2013 baseload, 202 

winter 2013-2014 baseload and non-baseload, i.e., call, gas supplies.  The seven 203 

summer supply RFPs are discussed above. 204 

Q. What criteria did Peoples Gas use in reviewing these RFP responses and 205 

awarding contracts? 206 

A. The award criteria were lowest price first, and, where applicable, 207 

secondary considerations.  Secondary considerations were the nomination 208 

deadline and the pipeline on which the supply was to be delivered.  Another 209 

criterion was vendor diversity, which was applied where applicable.  Also, for the 210 

winter season non-baseload RFP supplies, Peoples Gas used a bid valuation 211 

model to evaluate swing and call supply products with varying price, term and 212 

quantity attributes on an equal footing. 213 

Q. Did Peoples Gas purchase all its gas through the RFP process? 214 
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A. No.  Peoples Gas purchased all its spot gas pursuant to bilateral 215 

discussions with suppliers or through trades on ICE. 216 

CITYGATE PURCHASES 217 

Q. Did Peoples Gas purchase gas at the citygate in 2013? 218 

A. Yes.  Peoples Gas purchased term gas and spot gas delivered at the 219 

citygate in 2013.  Citygate purchases accounted for about 28% of total purchase 220 

quantities and about 30% of total purchase costs. 221 

Q. Why does Peoples Gas purchase term gas at the citygate, rather than 222 

making purchases in the field and using its transportation to move the gas to its 223 

citygate? 224 

A. Peoples Gas buys gas at the citygate for two main reasons.  First, in the 225 

case of the call gas, citygate purchases limit the amount of pipeline capacity that 226 

Peoples Gas needs to hold.  Winter-only firm capacity is typically unavailable and 227 

year-round capacity would only be needed for winter or peaking requirements.  228 

Second, it diversifies the type of pricing in the portfolio.  The Gas Charge will 229 

include a mix of field index purchases, citygate index purchases and fixed price 230 

purchases. 231 

Q. Why does Peoples Gas buy spot gas at the citygate? 232 

A. Peoples Gas buys spot gas at the citygate to meet demands that vary 233 

daily and are in excess of the transportation capacity held on interstate pipelines.  234 

Because demands vary based on weather and customer-owned gas deliveries 235 

and, as such, are unpredictable, holding additional firm transportation from field 236 
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locations to meet them is not reasonable.  Also, Peoples Gas buys at the citygate 237 

when it is economically favorable. 238 

SUPPLY INTERRUPTIONS 239 

Q. Did Peoples Gas experience any supply interruptions in 2013? 240 

A. None of Peoples Gas’ suppliers failed to deliver the quantity of gas that 241 

was requested.  However, as discussed later, pipeline restrictions did result in 242 

some supply not being purchased. 243 

TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE CAPACITY 244 

Q. Did any significant changes to Peoples Gas’ transportation and storage 245 

capacity portfolio affect the 2013 portfolio? 246 

A. Yes.  First, it extended the contract term for the Natural Gas Pipeline 247 

Company of America (“Natural”) NSS storage and the firm transportation on 248 

Natural that has seasonally differentiated transportation quantities that mirror the 249 

injection and withdrawal rights of the NSS storage.  This NSS capacity that was 250 

renewed included the Amarillo-side capacity that had been released for a number 251 

of years. 252 

Second, it extended the contract term for some Natural firm transportation 253 

and the DSS firm storage, both of which had been in the Peoples Gas portfolio 254 

previously. 255 

Third, in anticipation of reducing the level of storage held on ANR, 256 

Peoples Gas entered into the AMA discussed previously and, through a 257 

permanent capacity release to North Shore, Peoples Gas reduced its Natural 258 

NSS storage by approximately 2,000 Mdth (thousand dekatherms) effective May 259 
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1, 2013, and firm transportation on Natural that has seasonally differentiated 260 

transportation quantities that mirror the injection and withdrawal rights of the NSS 261 

storage. 262 

Q. Why did Peoples Gas release some of its NSS capacity? 263 

A. For the past couple of years Peoples Gas has been reviewing and 264 

modifying its storage and transportation portfolio with the desire to right-size it to 265 

better meet customers’ demands in a cost effective manner.  One of the primary 266 

points of this portfolio evolution process was to include more balancing and less 267 

seasonal storage capacity.  In other words, the need to hold gas to meet 268 

seasonal demand effectively has diminished yet the need to meet daily and 269 

intraday swings, i.e., balance the system, has either remained flat or increased. 270 

 NSS storage provides cost effective seasonal storage with a significant 271 

no-notice component.  Adding the NSS capacity that had been released 272 

previously increased both the seasonal storage capacity and the balancing 273 

capability of the portfolio to too high a point.  Releasing some of the capacity to 274 

North Shore together with, as noted above, the anticipated reduction of the 275 

amount of seasonal storage held on ANR, helped Peoples Gas meet the more 276 

balancing and less seasonal storage goal.   277 

Q. At what rate did Peoples Gas release the capacity and how does this 278 

compare with the rate that Peoples Gas was paying? 279 

A. Peoples Gas released the capacity at Natural’s maximum tariff rate for this 280 

vintage of capacity, and this equals the rate Peoples Gas was paying.  As 281 

Natural has increased the amount of capacity available under Rate Schedule 282 
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NSS, it has created different vintages with different rates.  Pricing for releases is 283 

based on the releasing shipper’s vintage.  The release is permanent, which 284 

means that the capacity is no longer in Peoples Gas’ portfolio, and the Gas 285 

Charge no longer includes any charges associated with this capacity. 286 

Q. Did Peoples Gas post the capacity for bid? 287 

A. No.  For a long-term, permanent release, Peoples Gas could not obtain 288 

more than the maximum tariff rate for this vintage of capacity or a longer term, so 289 

posting the capacity for bid could not have produced a better outcome. 290 

Q. Were there any significant pipeline outages or interruptions during 2013? 291 

A. Yes, Natural had maintenance and force majeure outages on its Amarillo 292 

systems that limited Peoples Gas’ ability to use all the firm capacity it had under 293 

contract. 294 

Q. Did Peoples Gas receive reservation charge credits associated with these 295 

outages? 296 

A. Yes, to the extent credits were available.  Under FERC rules and the 297 

approved revenue crediting language in Natural’s tariff, provided the outage was 298 

maintenance related, reservation credits were possible for the entire period of the 299 

outage.  If the outage was identified as a force majeure outage, reservation 300 

credits were only available if the outage extended more than 10 days and then 301 

only for the period beyond the initial 10 days.   302 

 During the reconciliation period, Peoples Gas experienced 8 separate 303 

outage periods on Natural.  Two of these outages were outages for which 304 

Peoples Gas was able to qualify for reservation credits of approximately $63,131. 305 
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Q. How did Peoples Gas’ planned and actual use of storage compare in 306 

2013? 307 

A. Peoples Gas begins each season with an established storage plan based 308 

on normal weather, estimated customer-owned gas deliveries and assumptions 309 

for other factors not precisely known at the time it creates the plan.  Peoples Gas 310 

cannot reasonably plan for other storage activity, notably no-notice balancing.  311 

As a result, actual storage use will never exactly match planned storage use for a 312 

given month, and Peoples Gas may need to revise storage plans for future 313 

months to accommodate these differences.  During 2013, actual storage 314 

withdrawals of 57,869 Mdth were 6,279 Mdth (12%) more than planned.  The 315 

more than planned withdrawals for the year occurred in February, March and 316 

April as well as November when weather was colder than normal and 317 

requirements were much higher than normal. 318 

Q. Did Peoples Gas incur any pipeline overrun charges? 319 

A. Yes.  Peoples Gas incurred overrun charges on ANR’s and Natural’s 320 

systems. 321 

 In March 2013 on ANR’s system, Peoples Gas incurred an overrun charge 322 

of $38,392 due to withdrawing more gas than was allowed under the tariff for the 323 

service it held on two days in the second half of March, 2014.  Demand on the 324 

two days in question was over 1,000 Mdth/d versus normal demand of 660 Mdth.  325 

People Gas was withdrawing gas from ANR storage to meet this increased 326 

demand.  However, because it was late in the withdrawal season, and based on 327 
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the amount of gas remaining in ANR storage, Peoples Gas reached a ratchet-328 

point after which only a lower quantity of gas could be withdrawn on a given day. 329 

One alternative to incurring these overrun costs would have been for 330 

Peoples Gas to have purchased sufficient gas to meet the overrun quantity.  In 331 

this case, the cost of that gas would have been approximately $127,000 more 332 

than the overrun costs.  Peoples Gas monitors these balance-driven ratchets, 333 

which affect both injections and withdrawals over the course of a year.  Further, 334 

they are discussed at the monthly planning meeting, notated on the daily Gas 335 

Dispatch Model, and incorporated into the daily status graphs reviewed regularly 336 

during the morning dispatch meeting. 337 

 On April 22, 2013, on Natural’s system, Peoples Gas overran its Point 338 

Operator Allocation Agreement (POAA) by 7,327 dth, at a cost of approximately 339 

$2,106, as a result of injecting a quantity of gas greater than its injection rights.  340 

Demand for the day in question was originally forecast to be 400 Mdth but by the 341 

end of the day it only reached 340 Mdth.  During the gas day Peoples Gas was 342 

monitoring the declining demand and increased its injection into both Manlove 343 

Field and leased storage services.  In the end, these steps were unable to cover 344 

the entire demand reduction.  To the greatest extent reasonable, care is taken to 345 

provide sufficient balancing resources to avoid these kinds of overruns, 346 

recognizing that it is likely not cost-effective to cover all possible contingencies. 347 

Q. Is Peoples Gas’ storage field, Manlove Field, part of its storage plan? 348 
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A. Yes.  Manlove Field storage accounts for 36% of Peoples Gas’ design day 349 

and 47.7% of the capacity in its annual storage portfolio.  I discuss Manlove Field 350 

in more detail later in my testimony. 351 

MANLOVE FIELD 352 

Q. You stated that Manlove Field storage is part of Peoples Gas’ design day 353 

and annual storage portfolio.  What is the cycled top gas quantity for Manlove 354 

Field? 355 

A. The amount of top gas typically cycled annually from Manlove Field is 356 

36,500 Mdth. 357 

Q. What quantity of this capacity does Peoples Gas use to serve its retail end 358 

use customers? 359 

A. 27,800 Mdth. 360 

Q. Do both retail sales and transportation customers receive services 361 

supported by Manlove Field? 362 

A. Yes. 363 

Q. Does anyone other than Peoples Gas’ retail customers receive services 364 

supported by Manlove Field? 365 

A. Yes.  North Shore purchases a storage service from Peoples Gas under a 366 

Commission-approved contract.  In 2013, the Commission approved a revised 367 

contract that took effect March 1, 2013 (Docket No. 12-0381).  Peoples Gas also 368 

offers storage services in the interstate market under the FERC’s authority.  The 369 

interstate services are sometimes called “hub” services. 370 

Q. Please describe the storage service that North Shore purchases. 371 
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A. Under its agreement North Shore delivers gas to the Peoples Gas system 372 

for injection into Manlove Field during the injection period.  Peoples Gas’ and 373 

North Shore’s systems are not physically interconnected.  When North Shore 374 

called on gas for withdrawal, Peoples Gas withdrew the gas and by displacement 375 

delivered an equivalent quantity to North Shore using gas supplies that Peoples 376 

Gas otherwise had flowing on either the Natural or ANR system. 377 

Q. Please describe the interstate services that Peoples Gas provides. 378 

A. Under a FERC-approved Operating Statement Peoples Gas may offer six 379 

services:  Firm Transportation, Interruptible Transportation, Firm Storage 380 

Service, Interruptible Storage Service, Parking and Lending Service, and One-381 

Cycle Exchange service.  Peoples Gas supports these services with capacity at 382 

Manlove Field and on the Mahomet Pipeline, which connects Manlove Field to 383 

Peoples Gas’ service territory.  During 2013, Peoples Gas provided only Parking 384 

and Lending Service, which is an interruptible service. 385 

Q. Did Peoples Gas enter into any significant interstate service agreements 386 

that were in effect during the reconciliation period? 387 

A. Yes.  Based on responses to an RFP, Peoples Gas entered into a 388 

package of three one-year park and loan agreements with a single party for 1 389 

billion cubic feet (“Bcf”) each year for the periods March 2012 through February 390 

2013, March 2013 through February 2014 and March 2014 through February 391 

2015.  As part of that same RFP, Peoples Gas entered into a park and loan 392 

agreement for 4 Bcf that covered the period March 2012 through February 2013.   393 
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Q. How does Peoples Gas determine the amount of Manlove Field capacity 394 

that is available to North Shore? 395 

A. The quantity that North Shore receives is defined in its contract with 396 

Peoples Gas. 397 

Q. How does Peoples Gas determine how much capacity is available for 398 

interstate services? 399 

A. The determination process is an extension of Peoples Gas’ existing 400 

optimization models.  The process is a point in time analysis that Peoples Gas 401 

performs at least once per year but not longer than 18 months after the previous 402 

study.  The process is designed to allocate Manlove Field storage capacity in a 403 

way that does not adversely affect Peoples Gas’ retail customers with the 404 

principal goal of maintaining performance at Manlove Field.  Peoples Gas 405 

performed this analysis in June, 2013. 406 

Q. What were the results of this process for 2013? 407 

A. The analysis showed that no change in the allocation was necessary at 408 

this time. 409 

Q. Is this process a reasonable way to allocate capacity among Peoples Gas’ 410 

retail customers, North Shore and Peoples Gas’ interstate customers and why? 411 

A. Yes.  The process takes steps to include and update as many market, 412 

asset availability, and operating constraints as reasonably practicable.  It also 413 

takes advantage of advances in analytical tools and does so in a way that fits 414 

Manlove Field into the comprehensive portfolio plan. 415 

Q. Does Peoples Gas own and operate an LNG facility? 416 
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A. Yes.  The LNG facility is part of the Manlove Field complex. 417 

Q. Please describe Peoples Gas’ use of the LNG facility in 2013. 418 

A. LNG was not used nor needed to meet load in 2013.  During 2013, 419 

Peoples Gas was able to liquefy a very small amount.  In the spring liquefaction 420 

period a piece of equipment broke and needed to be replaced.  Once it was 421 

repaired, decreased system demand resulted in high discharge line pressures 422 

that prevented further liquefaction.  After that, as previously scheduled, a major 423 

piece of the liquefaction equipment was being replaced and once it was ready to 424 

go other equipment issues prevented liquefaction.  As a result overall LNG in 425 

inventory did not increase but rather was reduced due to normal boil-off. 426 

RESERVE MARGIN 427 

Q. What was Peoples Gas’ design day reserve margin in 2013? 428 

A. Peoples Gas 2013 design day reserve margin was approximately 3%.  429 

Peoples Gas describes its design day calculation in detail in the response to Staff 430 

data request ENG 1.17.  In general, Peoples Gas defines its design day as the 431 

sendout expected to occur on a January weekday with a temperature of -20 432 

degrees Fahrenheit (equivalent to 85 degree days) and an average wind speed 433 

of 23.5 miles per hour (“mph”) following a day with a temperature of -2 degrees 434 

Fahrenheit and an average wind speed of 21 mph where the weather-normalized 435 

monthly sales and number of customers are consistent with Peoples Gas’ most 436 

recent normal weather budget forecast for the January containing the design day. 437 

 The reserve margin is intended to ensure that Peoples Gas will be able to 438 

serve its customers under extreme conditions.  Because of the serious effects on 439 
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public health and safety of a gas outage, in addition to the difficulties of restoring 440 

gas service, it is imperative that Peoples Gas plan for extreme conditions.  Firm 441 

gas supply and deliverability to Peoples Gas’ distribution system were thus set at 442 

levels that provide a margin over Peoples Gas’ projected peak day requirements.  443 

This reserve margin was necessary to accommodate, among other things, the 444 

fact that Peoples Gas is located near the end of Natural’s and Northern Border 445 

Pipeline Company’s facilities (“Northern Border”), the possibility of deliverability 446 

shortfalls in connection with storage and flow gas, and the fact that requirements 447 

could exceed design day projections. 448 

PRICE RISK MANAGEMENT 449 

Q. Please describe the steps taken to address price volatility, including any 450 

hedging strategies. 451 

A. Peoples Gas took several steps to address price volatility.  During the 452 

year, Peoples Gas followed a price protection program, approved by the 453 

Regulated Risk Oversight Committee, which was specifically designed to mitigate 454 

the effects of gas price volatility.  This program protected a significant portion of 455 

Peoples Gas’ purchases using approved financial derivative tools including fixed 456 

price swaps, call options, synthetic calls or consumer collars (purchased calls 457 

and sold puts simultaneously).  These purchases were either hedged physically 458 

through fixed forward purchases directly with a supplier or through the use of 459 

financial derivative instruments.  Under the plan, Peoples Gas began executing 460 

its hedges nineteen months prior to the start of each season (i.e., winter or 461 

summer).  The timing of the transaction execution follows a time driven matrix 462 
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approach and results in 100% of the planned hedges in place prior to the start of 463 

the season.  Under normal weather conditions, Peoples Gas would expect to 464 

hedge between 25% and 50% of its annual purchases under this plan with a 465 

target of 37.5%. 466 

Peoples Gas’ supply portfolio also contained storage assets, both owned 467 

and under contract, that allowed it to use the natural physical hedge that 468 

seasonal storage provides.  Peoples Gas also purchased gas supplies from a 469 

variety of parties and from different producing regions to protect against regional 470 

price anomalies. 471 

Q. How much of its annual purchases did Peoples Gas hedge under its plan? 472 

A. For the reconciliation period, 27% of actual annual purchases were 473 

financially hedged.  While the financially hedged percentage was below the 474 

37.5% target noted above, it was within the plan parameters. 475 

Q. What is a “time driven matrix” approach? 476 

A. The “time driven matrix” approach is meant to convey that Peoples Gas 477 

executed its hedge transactions on a defined schedule, unless predefined market 478 

conditions were met and Peoples Gas elected to accelerate its financial hedge 479 

purchases.  This is in contrast to, for example, purchasing all of the hedges 480 

eighteen months prior or waiting until one month prior to the hedged period to 481 

purchase the hedges. 482 

Q. Were there any changes made to this plan that affected the reconciliation 483 

period? 484 
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A. No major changes were made to the program.  However, the quantities to 485 

hedge and the option premium dollars available were revised to reflect the new 486 

demand forecast and expected total gas costs.  Also, language was added to 487 

incorporate the requirements of the “Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and 488 

Consumer Protection Act of 2010.” 489 

Q. Were there any significant deviations from this plan as revised? 490 

A. No. 491 

Q. Please describe the impact on the Gas Charge of the hedging strategies. 492 

A. Peoples Gas’ purchases under its price protection programs partially 493 

insulated customers against price volatility.  By taking fixed price positions on a 494 

large portion of the anticipated baseload purchases, Peoples Gas can dampen 495 

the effect that large swings in the price of gas have on its total cost of gas.  This, 496 

in turn, leads to more stable prices for Peoples Gas’ customers.  In the absence 497 

of this program, customers would be exposed to the full risk of market 498 

fluctuations.  Peoples Gas’ price protection strategies were not aimed at 499 

guaranteeing the lowest possible price for gas.  The programs’ purpose is to 500 

mitigate volatility. 501 

INTERSTATE SERVICES 502 

Q. You testified that Peoples Gas provides interstate services.  What revenue 503 

did Peoples Gas receive from interstate transactions in 2013? 504 

A. Interstate services transactions resulted in approximately $4.3 million in 505 

revenue that Peoples Gas flowed through its Gas Charge during 2013. 506 

Q. Do hub transactions increase gas costs to customers? 507 
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A. No.  First, the revenues generated through the provision of hub services 508 

are a credit to the Gas Charge and, as such, reduce costs to customers.  509 

Second, hub services tend to increase the liquidity at Peoples Gas’ citygate.  510 

Generally, the more liquid the trading point the better the price signals and the 511 

easier it is for supply to meet demand. 512 

Q. Did Peoples Gas enter into any off-system gas sales for resale during 513 

2013? 514 

A. Yes.  Peoples Gas entered into off-system sales transactions that were 515 

supported by approximately 0.78% of Peoples Gas’ purchases in terms of 516 

quantity and approximately 0.73% in terms of cost for the year.  These 517 

transactions were for asset optimization reasons. 518 

Q. Did Peoples Gas release any capacity in 2013? 519 

A. Yes.  Peoples Gas released capacity in connection with an AMA and it 520 

permanently released capacity to North Shore, all as described above.  Also, 521 

Peoples Gas released some capacity in both February and October to bring 522 

customers some value for capacity that would otherwise have been idle or used 523 

at an extremely low load factor in those two months.  Finally, a release of NSS 524 

capacity that Peoples Gas entered into in 2010 continued through April 2013 525 

after which, as noted above, the capacity was incorporated into the portfolio for 526 

utilization going forward. 527 

AFFILIATE TRANSACTIONS 528 

Q. Did Peoples Gas enter into any transactions with any affiliate that affected 529 

its Gas Charge? 530 
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A. Yes.  In addition to routine transactions with its retail marketing affiliate 531 

that its Commission-approved transportation tariffs require, Peoples Gas 532 

released capacity to North Shore on a permanent basis, as discussed above. 533 

Q. Does Peoples Gas have any other gas supply related transactions with its 534 

affiliates? 535 

A. Yes.  Peoples Gas provides a storage service to North Shore, an affiliated 536 

gas utility, pursuant to a Commission-approved agreement.  This service does 537 

not affect Peoples Gas’ Gas Charge. 538 

PRUDENCE OF 2013 GAS COSTS 539 

Q. Were Peoples Gas’ incurred expenditures for 2013 gas supply prudent? 540 

A. Yes.  The 2013 incurred gas supply expenditures reflected Peoples Gas’ 541 

continuing efforts to minimize the cost of its gas supply consistent with 542 

operational and contractual constraints and the statutory obligation to provide 543 

adequate and reliable service to customers throughout the year.  In particular, 544 

following RFP processes, Peoples Gas purchased supply from a diverse pool of 545 

suppliers to fill its storage services and to supply its customers.  It purchased 546 

supply at the citygate and in the field, which both diversifies the pricing applicable 547 

to those purchases and enhances reliability.  It met a large portion of its peak day 548 

and seasonal requirements from storage.  It also used storage to help it balance 549 

its system on a daily and intra-day basis.  Finally, it hedged a significant portion 550 

of its annual purchases, which helps to mitigate price volatility for customers. 551 

Q. Has Peoples Gas made other efforts to ensure that pipelines serving it 552 

provide reliable services on a best-cost basis? 553 
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A. Yes.  Peoples Gas made efforts to maintain adequate, reliable services 554 

from pipeline transporters and to keep gas costs to a minimum by active 555 

participation in its pipeline transporters’ rate and certificate proceedings and 556 

other matters before the FERC.  Peoples Gas monitored the filings of its principal 557 

pipeline suppliers of storage and transportation services and other pipelines 558 

interconnecting with Peoples Gas’ system -- Natural, Northern Border, Kinder 559 

Morgan Illinois Pipeline LLC (“KMIP”), Trunkline Gas Company (“Trunkline”), 560 

Midwestern Gas Transmission Company (“Midwestern”), ANR, Guardian 561 

Pipeline, L.L.C. (“Guardian”) and Alliance Pipeline, Ltd. (“Alliance”).  In addition, 562 

Peoples Gas monitored FERC rulemaking and policy proceedings. 563 

 Based on its review of pipeline filings, Peoples Gas intervened in 564 

significant proceedings.  Peoples Gas also continued to participate actively as a 565 

member of the American Gas Association in FERC rulemakings and other 566 

generic proceedings affecting its customers. 567 

MEASUREMENT AND MONITORING OF PIPELINE DELIVERIES 568 

Q. Please describe the control procedures and monitoring related to contract 569 

enforcement for Peoples Gas’ pipeline purchases. 570 

A. The control procedures and monitoring related to enforcement of contracts 571 

for gas delivered by pipelines interconnecting with Peoples Gas were as follows:  572 

1. Gas that Natural delivered to Peoples Gas is registered by Peoples 573 

Gas’ electronic flow measurement (“EFM”) equipment located at seven locations 574 

(excluding direct pipeline supplied customer locations), including Peoples Gas’ 575 

Manlove Field.  One of Natural’s seven locations, the Torrence Avenue station, is 576 
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also the point at which energy is delivered to Peoples Gas from KMIP.  Peoples 577 

Gas’ Gas Control Department reviewed and monitored the accuracy of energy 578 

that Natural billed at all seven of those meters on a daily basis as well as for 579 

KMIP at the Torrence point.  Peoples Gas independently operates equipment 580 

verifying the accuracy of Natural’s and KMIP’s meters.  If the Gas Control 581 

Department’s measurement review indicated a discrepancy, the Gas Control 582 

Department would contact Natural or KMIP to resolve the discrepancy.  Natural 583 

and KMIP also calibrate their EFM equipment once a month.  Peoples Gas’ 584 

representative may be present at these calibrations.  Peoples Gas’ 585 

representative is present for physical changes (e.g., orifice plate inspection or 586 

replacement) involving a meter. 587 

2. ANR operates EFM equipment at its station near East Joliet, Illinois 588 

and at its Sharp Road station near Elwood, Illinois.  Trunkline operates EFM 589 

equipment at Peoples Gas’ Manlove Field.  Northern Border operates EFM 590 

equipment at the Manhattan-South interconnect located near Manhattan, Illinois, 591 

the Manhattan-North interconnect located near Lemont, Illinois, and the Sharp 592 

Road interconnect located near Elwood, Illinois.  Midwestern operates EFM 593 

equipment at its station near Union Hill, Illinois.  Alliance operates EFM 594 

equipment at its station near Elwood, Illinois.  Guardian operates EFM equipment 595 

at its station near Elwood, Illinois.  ANR, Trunkline, Midwestern, Northern Border, 596 

Guardian, and Alliance calibrate their EFM equipment once a month.  A Peoples 597 

Gas representative may be present at these calibrations.  Peoples Gas’ 598 

representative is present for physical changes (e.g., orifice plate inspections or 599 
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replacement) involving a meter.  Peoples Gas independently operates equipment 600 

verifying the accuracy of ANR’s, Trunkline’s, Midwestern’s, Northern Border’s, 601 

Guardian’s, and Alliance’s measurement equipment.  Peoples Gas’ Gas Control 602 

Department reviews and monitors the accuracy of energy that is billed from these 603 

pipelines’ meters.  If this review identified a discrepancy, Gas Control would 604 

contact the pipeline and resolve the discrepancy. 605 

3. If the Gas Control Department’s measurement verification between the 606 

EFM equipment and nomination systems (Peoples Gas’ and pipelines’ 607 

nomination websites) indicates a discrepancy, the Gas Control Department will 608 

contact the pipeline to resolve the discrepancy.  Once Gas Control has resolved 609 

all discrepancies, the Gas Supply Department will verify the amount of gas 610 

nominated to the Gas Supply transaction tracking database (“TRM”).  This 611 

ensures that all gas nominated is recorded in TRM.  The Fuel and Supply 612 

Accounting Department confirms data from TRM with the pipelines’ invoices. 613 

4. ANR, Midwestern, Guardian and Trunkline determine gas quality and 614 

heating value by use of onsite chromatographs at those meter stations.  Natural 615 

determines gas quality and heating value by use of chromatographs at a point on 616 

its system near Joliet, Illinois and at Peoples Gas’ Manlove Field.  Northern 617 

Border determines gas quality and heating value by use of a chromatograph on 618 

its system near Ventura, Iowa.  Alliance determines gas quality and heating value 619 

by use of a chromatograph on its system near Morris, Illinois.  Peoples Gas 620 

independently monitors gas quality and heating value by means of 621 

chromatographs owned by Peoples Gas at the citygates, Manlove Field, at the 622 
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ANR and Midwestern meter stations, and at two of the three Northern Border 623 

meter stations.  These chromatographs are calibrated on a regular basis. 624 

5. Internal Audit Services examines the accuracy and performance of 625 

procedures identified by management as SOX controls annually during its 626 

Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002, Section 404, testing to support management’s 627 

assertion that the internal control structure is operating as designed.  These tests 628 

include examination of the various records and reports used by the Fuel and 629 

Supply Accounting Department to record volumetric and pricing information 630 

including the various reconciliations to source measurement and pipeline 631 

information. 632 

Q. Please describe the control procedures and monitoring programs related 633 

to enforcement of Peoples Gas’ contracts for purchases from suppliers. 634 

A. The gas purchased by Peoples Gas from each supplier was invoiced 635 

based on quantities delivered at the agreed delivery points.  Each month the Fuel 636 

and Supply Accounting Department verified that suppliers used the appropriate 637 

unit prices in their invoicing to Peoples Gas, and it also confirmed that suppliers 638 

delivered volumes based on the agreed to delivery point on the pipeline invoices. 639 

Q. Please describe the control procedures and monitoring programs that 640 

Peoples Gas uses with respect to its gas transportation contracts. 641 

A. The control procedures and monitoring related to the enforcement of the 642 

transportation contracts and point operator agreements with ANR, Natural, KMIP, 643 

Northern Border and Midwestern were as follows: 644 
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1. Each of these pipelines rendered monthly statements of the quantity of 645 

gas received on behalf of Peoples Gas from each supplier at each receipt point 646 

and the quantity of gas each transporter delivered to Peoples Gas.  The 647 

quantities of gas received and delivered by each transporter were measured in 648 

accordance with the General Terms and Conditions of its respective FERC Gas 649 

Tariff.  Peoples Gas has access to transporters’ measurement equipment at the 650 

receipt and delivery points under the tariff provisions.  The Fuel and Supply 651 

Accounting Department verified the accuracy of each monthly statement based 652 

on records maintained by the Gas Supply area in coordination with each 653 

transporting pipeline. 654 

2. Transportation charges for each of the various receipt points include a 655 

percentage retained by the transporter from gas received for Peoples Gas’ 656 

account to compensate for the transporter’s compressor fuel and lost-and-657 

unaccounted-for gas.  The Fuel and Supply Accounting Department reviewed for 658 

accuracy the quantities that the transporter retained, the transportation charges 659 

and the reservation fees against published tariffs, contracts or discount letters or 660 

agreements, as appropriate. 661 

Q. Does this conclude your direct testimony? 662 

A. Yes, it does. 663 


